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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Upstart gelato brand Talenti caters to the 
burgeoning market for high-quality, premium 
frozen desserts. While growing in popularity 
amongst the young and sophisticated 
consumers responsible for the “all-natural” 
craze, Talenti still lacks name recognition and 
the established identity of its better known 
counterparts.

In order to better reach the trend-setting 
twenty-five to thirty-five-year-old demographic, 
Talenti will establish itself as the ice cream of 
choice for those looking to create a romantic 
moment. In evoking such experiences through 
demographic-specific advertising, Talenti will be 
able to create associations between emotion 
and brand, motivating customers to develop a 
lasting attachment to a gelato distinct from any 
other on the market.
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Situation Analysis
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Category & Brand Background

Fresh out of college and recently arrived in Buenos Aires, Josh Hochshuler didn’t think he’d end up the 
man behind the America’s premier gelato purveyor. But, as fate would have it, the exotic local delicacy 
proved too enticing a treat to ignore. After apprenticing for three months in an Argentinian heladeria (ice 
cream parlor), Hochschuler scraped together enough capital to open a storefront, then began to market 
his unique product to US grocery and specialty stores. Ten years later, what was once a passion project on 
a shoestring budget commands a large share of the upscale frozen desserts market, reaching discerning 
consumers nationwide.

Brand Evaluation

• Talenti offers premium gelatos, sorbettos, and freezer pops in a wide variety of naturally sourced 
flavors

• All products are slow-churned to provide for a richer taste and creamier consistency
• Product packaging is clear, recyclable, and BPA-free, giving Talenti a minimal environmental 

footprint and consumers a clean conscience 
• Amongst survey respondents, the number of those both aware and unaware of the Talenti brand was 

roughly equal 
• Those same respondents generally perceived the brand as more upscale

SWOT ANALYSIS

Strengths

Well-defined market niche

Glamorous image

30% less fat than ice cream

Word-of-mouth advertisement

Recyclable packaging

Weaknesses

Relatively high price point

Minimal brand recognition

Small portion for the price

Relatively new
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Opportunities

Expansion to new countries

Establish itself as the foremost upscale 
frozen desserts brand

Threats

Larger brands with distribution networks 
of comparable size

Cheaper competitors launching gelato va-
rieties of their own

Direct Competitors 

Ciao Bella offers premium gelatos and sorbettos of 
comparable quality to Talenti brand frozen desserts in 
bright, chic packaging

Häagen-Dazs is one of Talenti’s better known 
competitors, having established itself as a quality-
oriented brand decades prior. Haagen-Dazs has 
recently introduced lines of gelatos and sorbettos 
in order to contend for a share of Talenti’s specialty 
niche

Ben & Jerry’s draws the younger demographic  with 
its socially-conscious, witty brand identity and quality 
product, available in a wide variety of flavors at 
grocery stores nationwide. Though Ben & Jerry’s does 
not currently offer gelato or sorbetto, they maintain a 
strong hold on Talenti’s intended audience

Problem Statement
By virtue of Talenti’s niche, limited commitment to advertising, and 
relatively short time on the market, consumers are not yet familiar with 
the brand. Due to this unfamiliarity of the brand, the consumer needs an 
enticing incentive to purchase the product. 

Competitive Summary

Indirect Competitors

Starbucks products are popular, widely available, 
and sold at a relatively low price point. More so than 
any other brand, Starbucks has perfected accessible 
chic, providing consumers with a product that exudes 
quality

Nestle offers a number of products, ranging from 
chocolate chips to ice cream to pasta under the Nestle 
name or through its subsidiaries. Nestle products 
eschew brand image for value

Lindt is well known for its high quality chocolates, 
popular amongst both men and women as a go-to 
romantic gift
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Advertising Plan
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Advertising Objectives

In order to promote the brand amongst the younger, 
media savvy demographic which Talenti targets, 
advertising (primarily on social media platforms and 
in demographic specific publications) will connect the 
upscale brand with romantic experiences in order to
build a distinctive brand image.

Target Market Analysis

The target demographic is composed primarily of women 
aged twenty to thirty-five, with an average yearly 
household income of around $50,000

Product Positions

Current Position
Exclusive to the US, upscale, exotic alternative 
to more mainstream frozen dessert offerings

Desired Position
We intend to maintain Talenti’s current 
position

Through our secondary research we have 
discovered that Talenti is a premium frozen treat 
company that has an upper edge on competitors 
due to its high quality ingredients found in diverse 
places around the world.

From our own research efforts we learned that 
when selecting a frozen treat the consumer first 
considers the taste, then the value and quality of 
ingredients. Consumers also most commonly use 
frozen treats as a personal snack and as a dessert 
to share. Consumers tend to purchase their frozen 
desserts monthly, some weekly, and very few 
make a daily purchase. Out of the major frozen 
desserts, Talenti is one of the least well known. 

Research Findings

Day in the life:

Wake up, drink free-trade coffee. Bike to work at 
your small startup. At lunch you hit up a local cafe 
and try to talk to that barista that you like, but 
lunch hour is busy and you decide you don’t want 
to take her time. Instead you order something 
unique and, after enjoying your meal, head back 
to work. After work you grab a few groceries 
from a local market and eat a simple meal in your 
apartment. Then you listen to some obscure music 
and spend some time writing that novel you’ve 
been working on. You text another girl you know, 
but she is out with her friends. You say goodnight 
to your small dog and turn on your ambient sound 
before falling asleep.
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Strategy
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For the 25-35 year old who is looking 
for romance, Talenti provides them with 
an opportunity to create a romantic 
moment
Advertising Strategy Statement

Key Insights

1. Consumer Insights
Luxury Brand, good personal snack, good snack to 
share, like ice cream but different

2. Key Brand Insights
Natural Flavors, more healthy than competitors, 
more luxurious than competitors, nationally known, 
high quality

Support

Those familiar with American pop culture know that 
frozen desserts, ice cream and gelato in particular, 
are associated closely with life’s emotional 
highs and lows. This campaign focuses on the 
unforgettable romantic experiences that couples 
share together, and the spark that makes spending 
time with one’s significant other all that much more 
special. Talenti provides the opportunity to create 
such a moment with a premium gelato that perfectly 
suits the occasion. 
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Creative Plan

Creative Strategy
The ads will convey to the consumer how Talenti is the 

secret ingredient they’re missing to make their dates great 
through enhancing the classic dating ideas and inspiring 

the consumer to get excited about dating.

Tone and Manner of Advertisements
Ads will be romantic and playful in a modern sense. And 
will evoke an emotion of love that Talenti can help you 

achieve in your dating life.
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Transit Ad

Billboard
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Instagram Animation

Transit Ad
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YouTube Ad
First image: Talenti, Talenti, wherefore art thou Talenti?

Second Image: M’am? It’s just right on aisle seven...

Third Image: Make it a Talenti date! 
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YouTube Ad 
Series

1. Video portrays a first date game night in 
which the couple is enjoying each other, the 
game, and some Talenti.

2. Video portrays repairing a near breakup with 
a surprise Talenti delivery.

3. Video portrays a marriage proposal with the 
series couple in which the ring is presented in a 
jar of Talenti Gelato. 

**At the end of each video, a graphic shows 
up saying: “All you need is a little amore,” 
followed by the hash tag, “#GiveMeAmore”
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Concert Flyer
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Sunset 
Magazine Ad

Cosmopolitan 
Magazine Ad
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Sales Promotion & IMC

Talenti’s advertising will raise awareness and create emotional connections 
between consumer and brand amongst the younger, social media savvy 
demographic. The focus of the campaign will be oriented primarily towards 
popular social media platforms and print publications with a readership that 
trends younger, including Sunset Magazine and Cosmopolitan. Sales promotion 
will be crucial to building brand image. Talenti will sponsor concerts in Portland 
Oregon, Austin Texas, and Newport Beach California headlined by John Mayer. 
Couples in attendance will be given free gelato. Talenti will also offer an all 
expenses paid trip to one of three exotic destinations. All advertisements and 
promotional events will bear the hash tag #givemeamore, which will draw 
interested consumers to Talenti’s social media presence and increase the brand’s 
visibility on the aforementioned platforms.
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Media Plan
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Budget	Summary

Talenti

Promotional	T rips	470k

Promotional	T rips	470k

Billboard	ad	400k

Billboard	ad	400k

John	Maye r	Conce rt	1Mil

John	Maye r	Conce rt	1Mil

Instagram	500k

Instagram	500k

Color	ad	in	Cosmopolitan	1Mil

Color	ad	in	Cosmopolitan	1Mil

Youtube 	ads	750k

Youtube 	ads	750k

Color	ad	in	Sunse t	480k

Color	ad	in	Sunse t	480k
Transit	Ad	400k

Transit	Ad	400k

Promotional Trips 470k Billboard ad 400k John Mayer Concert 1Mil
Instagram 500k Color ad in Cosmopolitan 1Mil Youtube ads 750k
Color ad in Sunset 480k Transit Ad 400k

meta-chart.com

Media Strategies

Specific Media Avenues

Print: 
Sunset Magazine
Cosmopolitan

Sales Promotion:
Sponsored Concerts
3 Trips Giveaways

Social Media: 
Instagram
Youtube

Alternative: 
Billboard
Bus Shelter

Media Schedule

Talenti’s advertising spending will be continuous, with print ads published in consecutive issues of Sunset Magazine and 
Cosmopolitan Magazine for an entire calendar year, along with the airing of television ads at monthly intervals within 
the same period. Advertising on billboards and bus stops will be concentrated in trendy urban locales, including Portland 
Oregon, Austin Texas, and San Francisco California. Digital and promotional advertising will be concentrated on popular 
social media platforms such as  Instagram and Youtube. Talenti sponsored concerts will be advertised by flyers shown on 
Instagram, as well as  popular local public display boards.
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As the campaign’s foremost priority is to 
raise awareness and create an impactful and 
accessible identity for Talenti, success will be 
evaluated through such indicators as website 
traffic, social media likes, and hash tag usage. 
A considerable increase in any one or more of 
the three will indicate greater awareness and 
ideally, a willingness amongst consumers to 
engage with the brand.

Evaluation 
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